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Two Things that Happened that Helped 

Reveal the Truth About Fraud:   

1) There were so many millions of people 

voting for Trump that the algorithms of the 

pre-programmed counting machines basic-

ally broke.  They had to recalibrate, to 

reprogram the machines.  That is why five 

states had to shut down all at the same time 

in the middle of the night to do this.  That is 

what made people very suspicious as to what 

was really going on and caused the investi-

gation into the Dominion counting machines 

and their connection with other nations. 

 2) The fact that not one Secretary of State, 

not one Attorney General, not one Governor 

would say, “I cannot certify this election – 

look at the enormous number of dead people, 

of illegals, of underage kids, or out-of-state 

people who voted.  This is not right.”  Had 

they done this, Trump would have won and 

none of this fraud would have risen to the top, 

and it would all just happen over again at 

future elections. Now that we have caught 

on, it will be much more difficult to steal 

elections. Hopefully, Dominion and any 

similar voting or counting machine will not 

be allowed. 

    Maybe this can help other countries, as 

well, that use the same Dominion machines 

and have wondered what on earth happened 

in their elections. Now they will be aware 

and stop using them.  

     An Example: An attorney in Michigan 

named Matt DeFerno told what happened in 

Antrim county, where because of its small 

size, with only 22,082, registered voters, the 

voter fraud was much more obvious. Antrim 

has always been a Republican county with 

the ratio of 65% republicans and 35% 

democrats. Yet in this election, the rigged 

counting machine, in the middle of the night,  

switched everything around; with 65% for 

Biden, and only 35% for Trump.  

   DeFerno filed a lawsuit for his client Bill 

Baily asking for a recount of the votes, which 

the judge allowed – this time by hand, not by 

machine.  The numbers went back to Trump 

winning.  However, in the recount, they 

discovered an additional 2,000 extra votes 

that did not show up in the original count by 

the machine. Where did they come from? 

    Attorney Matt filed an additional lawsuit 

to investigate Dominion. [Continued on p. 2] 
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“Absolute Proof” Video – What Really 

Happened in the Presidential Elections:  

On February 5, a video was released by 

Mike Lindell, owner and CEO of My 

Pillow, who took it upon himself to produce 

a documentary film to reveal the truth about 

what really happened in the Nov. 3 election 

and the absolute voter fraud in these five 

key states: Arizona, Michigan, Nevada, 

Pennsylvania and Wisconsin.  

    Because of Lindell wanting to get the 

truth out about how this election was stolen, 

he has been attacked by the major media, 

and deplatformed by Twitter, Facebook and                                                                                                                                       

YouTube.  Fortunately, there are other con-

servative sites to use to send out videos 

now. Not only was Lindell personally 

attacked, but his business was, as well.  

Many stores are refusing to carry My Pillow 

products (a list is shown on page 2),  

     Why did Lindell decide to make this 

documentary? Because there was no justice 

being allowed, no court would hear the 

case, not even the Supreme Court - in spite 

of enormous evidence and thousands of 

personal affidavits of key witnesses.   

     Talk about conspiracy theories!  This 

obviously is the greatest show of people   

conspiring, not just from our country but an 

international “coup,” against the American 

people, successfully stealing an election.  

    Along with the normal methods for voter 

fraud, such as: votes counted from dead 

people, out-of-state people, underage 

people, and illegals, there were votes 

counted from mysterious suitcases full of 

ballots pulled out from under the table in 

the middle of the night, and a truckload of 

ballots driven in from out of state.  

   The worst of all, however, were the 

sophisticated counting machines called 

Dominion that were pre-programmed to 

switch the votes from Trump to Biden.  
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[Continued from page one] Attorney DeFerno was granted 

permission by the judge to take forensic images of the 

Dominion voting system along with the CD cards that run the 

actual software.  He hired special forensic experts who were 

also data experts to do the investigation. They wrote: 

We conclude that the Dominion voting system is 

intentionally and purposely designed with inherent 

errors to create systemic fraud and influence election 

results.  The system intentionally generates an 

enormously high number of ballot errors [of 68%].  The 

electronic ballots are then transferred for adjudication. 

The intentional error leads to bulk adjudication of 

ballots with no oversight, no transparency and no audit 

trail.  This leads to voter or election fraud.  Based on 

our study, we conclude that the Dominion voting system 

should not be used in Michigan.  We further conclude 

that the results of Antrim County should not have been 

certified.”   

     How Does Dominion Operate?  By their connection to the 

internet, other nations are able to influence and manipulate the 

election results. Dominion officials tried to deny this, but their 

very own software manual shows diagrams and pictures of 

“how to connect to the internet.”   

      According to the data shown, which the forensic experts 

were able to decipher, the country which had the most 

influence on this past presidential election was China, whose 

leaders, obviously, wanted Biden, their puppet to be elected.  

     Data Shows the True Election Result and How They 

were Manipulated and Changed: Mary Fanning was one of 

the last guests Mike Lindell had as a witness on his 

documentary.  She is a national intelligence and cyber security 

expert.   She began noticing, collecting data and documenting 

interference coming from China even before Nov. 3rd.    

    Her documentation also showed what the exact number of 

votes in the election were, but how they were then manipulated 

and changed. What were the true election results?  Trump 

won with close to 80 million votes; Biden had 68 million.      

    Mary Fanning shows on a world map, the documentation of 

the actual footprint from all the countries influencing the 

election and the 2900 counties they were going to.  This is 

shown in beams of colored light; red is the most prevalent 

coming from China. She states that the documentation shows 

the exact time stamp of when the votes were changed, when 

the file was sent and received.  There is no denying it.  

     What Can We do with this Information? Mike Lindell 

tells us to spread his video far and wide.  When everyone 

knows about it, it will be very hard for major media or elected 

officials to go on saying that nothing happened, that there was 

no fraud.  We have all the evidence that is needed for the 

Supreme Court to finally hear it.  

     Here are links to Mike Lindell’s video, please watch it if 

you haven’t already and please send the link on to others. 

https://www.brighteon.com/78931d4e-8d2d-4751-beb6-

11bb394dc1f1 and https://michaeljlindell.com/ 

 

Help Support Mike Lindell – Join the Pillow Fight!  
(Thanks to Louise Gliatto from Yreka for this information.)  

Please show your appreciation to Mike for his courage and 

determination in making his amazing documentary video so 

we can finally have the truth about the voter fraud of the  

Presidential election.  

    Please show your support for him by writing the CEOs 

of the biggest stores that are refusing to carry My Pillow 

products.  Let them know that you will be boycotting their 

stores until they change their minds.  Send your letters to  

addresses below:  

Mark Tritton CEO    Michelle Gass CEO 

Bed, Bath and Beyond    Corporate Headquarters Kohl’s 

650 Liberty Ave.       N. 56 W. 17000 Ridgewood Dr. 

Union, NJ. 07083    Menomonee Falls, WI 53051 

Background Info on Dominion Voting System: It is 

owned by a Canadian company with global subsidiaries,  

Staple Street Capital, which is owned by UBS Securities 

LLC. (Three of their seven board members are Chinese.) 

The Dominion Software is licensed from Smartmatic, 

which is Venezuelan owned and controlled company.    

Dominion servers locations are found in Serbia, Germany, 

Spain, Canada and the U.S.  

      Lastly, the same Democrat party that told us the 2016 

election was stolen by Russia, and warned us of election 

fraud by electronic machines are now saying that “the 

integrity of this election was unsurpassed, and it is 

impossible to steal an election.” [I think all the thousands 

of dead people who voted would have a different opinion.] 

      

https://www.brighteon.com/78931d4e-8d2d-4751-beb6-11bb394dc1f1
https://www.brighteon.com/78931d4e-8d2d-4751-beb6-11bb394dc1f1
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“Unity” - the Excuse for Fomenting 

Hate and Suppressing Free Speech: 

Even though, Biden is asking for “unity” 

for the nation, it is he and the democrat 

leadership who are the “most ardent hate 

hustlers.” This is in collusion, of course,  

with the left-wing  media and the Big 

Tech free speech suppressors, who have 

perfected the politicization of hate, 

aiding and abetting countless leftist 

insurrections across the nation. They use 

their hate platform to foment fear, anger, 

and division in order to systematically do 

just the opposite of what Biden says his 

administration is doing. They are dis-

uniting America and giving rise to more 

leftist mob rule. 

    Using “Systemic Racism” as an 

Excuse for more Mob Violence During 

the Summer of Rage: Marxist groups of 

Black Lives Matters and Antifa assaulted 

the police in major cities through most of 

last summer with  looting, burning and 

killing based on the big lie that our 

police are racist and our nation is 

infested with ‘systemic racism.’   

    Somehow these riots were labeled as 

“mostly peaceful,” even though millions 

of dollars-worth of damage was done, 

and the cities were left looking like a 

bomb had hit.  

     Of course, the rioters were not 

showing “hate,” but just seeking 

“reparations” for the oppression shown 

to blacks over the many years since their 

forefathers came here as slaves.  It was 

amazing to see how the majority in the 

mobs were not black, however, but 

white.  What were they going to do with 

all of those “reparations?”  And what did 

the shop-keepers have to do with the 

slave business over 250 years ago?   

Why did they have to suffer and give 

reparations? They had nothing to do with 

slavery? And let’s face it, neither did most of  

these blacks.  Many of them had no ancestors 

who were slaves.  Their families immigrated 

to America more recently. 

   Kamala Harris fanned the race riots by 

saying, "They're not gonna stop before 

election day in November, and they're not 

gonna stop after election day. ... They're not 

going to let up, and they should not, and we 

should not." So committed was she to those 

"peaceful protesters" that she supported a bail 

fund for their release. Many of them were re-

arrested, and at least one violent protes-

ter was re-re-arrested.  

    But still, even the most violent of the rioters 

are really not to blame for what they do.  

According to Joy Pullman who wrote a Sept. 

16 article in the Federalist, “This is abuser 

psychology 101: The abuser is never 

responsible for his or her abuse. The people 

who might object to it are. This is also false 

and manipulative.” 

     Socialist Ayanna Pressley (D-MA) also 

believes in blaming everyone else.  She states, 

"You know, there needs to be unrest in the 

streets for as long as there's unrest in our 

lives." (The Twitter police must have missed 

this hate rhetoric because accounts for Harris 

and Pressley have not been suspended.) 

     What a Double Standard!  Compare the 

race rioters with what happened on January 6 

at the Capitol where the supposed “insurrec-

tion” took place, when the Antifa-led mob 

broke into the Capitol (actually let in by 

“supposed” Capitol police) and yes, people  

were injured; five were killed, one a police 

officer. A few windows and doors were 

broken, but how does that compare to the 

thousands of businesses, police stations, and 

cars burned during the “Summer of Rage,” 

with damages costing nearly $1.2 billion.   

    How does the death of 1 officer compare to 

the 6 killed and 700 injured in the race riots? 

Rioters Held Up as Heroes: 

According to the New York Post, 

in an article of June 8, in just a 

little more than a week’s time 

from when the riots started May 

26, there were already 700 

officers injured, 350 from NYC 

alone,  and there were six officers 

killed.  And yet, the rioters who 

did the injuries to the police and 

to the businesses were hailed as 

heroes.  If anyone was arrested 

they were soon let go. Donations 

of $millions came pouring into 

Black Lives Matters. 

    In spite of all the violence they 

did, their members were not 

tracked and traced; they were not 

taken off from social media; they 

did not return home to find they 

had been fired from their jobs (if 

they held any), and they were not 

placed on an FBI watch list.  How 

can America have unity when 

there is such a double standard?     

    One wonders what would have 

happened if BLM, in large 

numbers, would have invaded the 

Capitol?  Would the House and 

Senate have welcomed them with 

open arms and even taken a knee 

to them as they did last summer?     

 

Biden’s Executive Orders on 

Steroids:  During just two weeks 

in office, Biden has already 

signed 45 Executive Orders, 

undoing just about every good 

thing that President Trump had 

done:  He got us back into the 

Paris Climate Accord, so we will 

have to cut down “greenhouse 

gases” by 30%; he stopped the 

construction of the energy 

pipeline, putting 11,000 people 

out of work, forcing us to be oil 

dependent on other countries 

again.                 

          
          (Continued on p. 5) 

https://patriotpost.us/alexander/categories?mailing_id=5617&utm_medium=email&utm_source=pp.email.5617&utm_campaign=alexander&utm_content=body#category-40
https://patriotpost.us/alexander/categories?mailing_id=5617&utm_medium=email&utm_source=pp.email.5617&utm_campaign=alexander&utm_content=body#category-40
https://patriotpost.us/alexander/77001-the-systemic-redlining-of-1st-and-2nd-amendment-rights-2021-01-13?mailing_id=5617&utm_medium=email&utm_source=pp.email.5617&utm_campaign=alexander&utm_content=body
https://patriotpost.us/alexander/77001-the-systemic-redlining-of-1st-and-2nd-amendment-rights-2021-01-13?mailing_id=5617&utm_medium=email&utm_source=pp.email.5617&utm_campaign=alexander&utm_content=body
https://patriotpost.us/alexander/74490-the-democrat-party-of-division-and-hate-2020-10-28?mailing_id=5617&utm_medium=email&utm_source=pp.email.5617&utm_campaign=alexander&utm_content=body
https://patriotpost.us/alexander/59065-the-democrats-hate-trump-platform-foment-fear-anger-and-division-2018-10-24?mailing_id=5617&utm_medium=email&utm_source=pp.email.5617&utm_campaign=alexander&utm_content=body
https://patriotpost.us/alexander/71292-talking-with-a-democrat-about-systemic-racism-2020-06-10?mailing_id=5617&utm_medium=email&utm_source=pp.email.5617&utm_campaign=alexander&utm_content=body
https://patriotpost.us/alexander/72688-its-actually-the-harris-biden-ticket-2020-08-12?mailing_id=5617&utm_medium=email&utm_source=pp.email.5617&utm_campaign=alexander&utm_content=body
https://patriotpost.us/articles/73187-defending-looters-2020-09-03?mailing_id=5617&utm_medium=email&utm_source=pp.email.5617&utm_campaign=alexander&utm_content=body
https://patriotpost.us/articles/73187-defending-looters-2020-09-03?mailing_id=5617&utm_medium=email&utm_source=pp.email.5617&utm_campaign=alexander&utm_content=body
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/bail-fund-kamala-harris-thomas-moseley
https://patriotpost.us/articles/76965-why-has-twitter-not-canceled-these-accounts-2021-01-13?mailing_id=5617&utm_medium=email&utm_source=pp.email.5617&utm_campaign=alexander&utm_content=body
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What Really Happened On January 6 at the DC Rally and 

Capitol? - A report from Curtis Bowers who was there:     

 

He said that they were up close to the front, surrounded by what 

he estimated to be at least one million people, all happy,  

enthusiastic, eager to support their president, whom they had 

come to love.  

     Curtis noticed just as Trump was starting his speech, a large 

group dressed in black broke away from the crowd and headed 

for the Capitol.  Curtis followed them and filmed them.  They 

did not have to break through any police barrier.  The police 

parted for them to let them in, as if they were expecting them.  

    Curtis figured early on that these were not true Trump 

supporters, but were Antifa members and paid provocateurs all 

dressed in black, but wearing MAGA hats, so they could 

pretend to be Trump supporters. Some true patriots had 

followed the Antifa into the Capitol but they were appalled at 

the violence they began seeing and tried to stop them.   

      When the Antifa started trying to break windows, the crowd 

started shouting “Don’t break the window.  Stop Antifa!” 

Bowers was able to capture this on film.  He told us that he 

found out that Nancy Pelosi had turned down any extra help 

from the National Guard on January 6,th like she wanted and 

anticipated the Antifa group to come and wanted it to look 

really bad so they could blame all this on Trump.  This was all 

part of the plan. In the chaos and melee that was going on inside, 

five people were killed, four patriots and one police officer.   

     How do we know the leaders and instigators were Antifa? A 

pastor was there who passed on his experience to my friend in 

Idaho. He said he saw a man dressed in black standing alone 

inside the Capitol. He asked the man why he was there?  He 

answered, “Because I am paid to be here.  I am getting $20.00 

an hour.  The leaders of our group are getting $38 an hour.”   

    What was the Purpose of this Insurrection Plot? It was to 

interrupt Republican House and Senate speeches before they 

were able to persuade any more Congressmen and Senators that 

the right thing was to delay the counting of the Electoral votes 

for ten days until the issue of voter fraud could be addressed. 

This would satisfy the 72 million Americans, who felt that their 

votes had been stolen from them. It was a reasonable request.  

This effort was led by Senators Josh Hawley from Missouri and 

Ted Cruz from Texas, with the support of other Republicans.   
    However, after the mayhem of the insurrection was over, and 

the House and Senate had reconvened that night, emotional and 

inflammatory statements were made that this was all Trumps’ 

fault, that he was inciting the crowd to acts of violence, then the 

tide of support for him turned. The call was made, the Electoral 

College votes were all voted in and Joe Biden was made the 

official president.   

PC Shockwaves from January 6th Continue On:  Instead 

of showing any gratitude for all the amazing good that 

Trump did as president - because of the unproven rumor that 

he caused the attack on the Capitol Jan. 6, it is now the 

politically correct thing to cut all ties to him and his 

supporters.  Here is a list of companies, universities, banks 

and social media that have done that:  

Amazon, who also owns the Washington Post – will cut off 

donations to any Republican who tried to delay the Electoral 

College vote.  

Golf - Professional Golf Association of America (PGA) has 

cut its ties with the Trump organization, owner of multiple 

golf clubs and resorts. The PGA has also reneged on its 

agreement to hold the 2022 PGA Championship at Trump’s 

Bedminster golf course. 

High Tech/Social Media – have banned Trump from using 

their platforms – “because of inciting violence or promoting 

“Stop the Steal” discussions: Facebook, Twitter, Shopify, an 

e-commerce company, Stripe – an online payment company, 

Snapchat; Twitch and Reddit.  

Academia - Lehigh University withdrew the honorary 

degree that they gave Trump in 1988; Wagner College 

- withdrew its honorary degree that it awarded the president 

in 2004;  Middlebury College of Vermont, is considering 

revoking Rudolph Giuliani’s honorary law doctorate, given 

for his valiant response to 9/11. 

Banks/Finance - American Express PAC; MasterCard and 

Morgan Stanley will not support anyone who tried to delay 

the Electoral College Vote on Jan. 6th.  

Legal - New York State Bar Association is considering 

investigating Giuliani and banishing him from their group. 

Telecom/Cable - AT&T withdrew all its PAC donations 

from all Republicans including 17 Texas state Republicans 

and Senator Ted Cruz. AT&T owns Time Warner cable. 

Comcast announced it is cutting off Republicans who fought 

the election results. Comcast owns NBCUniversal, NBC 

TV, local NBC stations, Xfinity, Telemundo, not to mention 

film companies and recreational parks. 

Manufacturing - Dow Chemical announced it would cut off 

Republicans who didn’t support Joe Biden’s Electoral 

College victory. It will suspend donations for the next 

election cycle. 

Insurance - Blue Cross Blue Shield Association cut off 

political contributions to Republicans who tried to stop the 

certification of the Electoral College.  

Hospitality - Marriott International, which owns 5400 other 

properties, including the luxe Ritz Carlton brand, Autograph 

Collection Hotels, St. Regis and others is cutting off the GOP 

because of the “destructive events at the Capitol” which 

undermined “a legitimate and fair election.” 

Publishing/Media- Hallmark has asked Senators Josh 

Hawley and Roger Marshall to give back their campaign 

contributions for voting against certifying the election.  

Cumulus - The radio station group put its conservative hosts 

on notice that they could not mention voter fraud.     

Other Companies Halting All Political Donations: Visa, 

BP, JP Morgan Chase, Goldman Sachs, Citigroup, Morgan 

Stanley, American Airlines, and Coca Cola. Airbnb and 

FedEx are still studying their political giving. 

Curtis Bower was our speaker for our 

January 22 Eagle Forum of California 

zoom meeting and told of his personal 

experience being at the Trump rally 

and at the Capitol and what he saw.  

He is a film maker and was able to 

capture much of what he saw on film.  

He and his six sons drove through the 

night so they could be there one last 

time to support their president.  

 

https://www.cjr.org/business_of_news/att-time-warner.php
https://www.mlive.com/news/saginaw-bay-city/2021/01/dow-chemical-stops-political-donations-to-those-who-voted-against-certifying-presidential-election.html
https://www.mlive.com/news/saginaw-bay-city/2021/01/dow-chemical-stops-political-donations-to-those-who-voted-against-certifying-presidential-election.html
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Biden’s Executive Orders on Steroids (Cont. from p.3) 

Immigration: The following are just some of the EOs Biden 

signed on his very first day, all dealing with immigration. 

What's troubling is that with tens of millions of Americans 

who have lost work and wages since the start of the Covid-

19 pandemic, Biden is focused on helping illegal aliens 

rather than American workers who have greatly suffered 

over the past year.  Here are some of his EOs: 

Interior Enforcement: - Ended Trump’s policies on strict 

deportation; started a 100-day moratorium free of depor-

tations.  How much crime will increase in 100 days?  

Travel Ban Terminated: Trump’s ban against some 

terrorist nations was ended.   

Border Fencing Terminated:  No more fences will be built 

along the border. 

Remain in Mexico Policy Terminated:  Under Trump,  

sylum seekers had to wait in Mexico until their court date, 

now they can freely come without waiting for the date, and 

maybe disappear before it even happens. 

Congressional Apportionment Policy Rescinded: Trump 

had excluded illegal aliens in the census, otherwise their 

district would have more representatives.   

Re-opening States to Refugee Resettlement  without any 

permission or consent from states, counties, or cities.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

                               

Now What? A Double-Barreled Action Item for All  

by Phil Graf (“Capt Phil,”) Sonoma County Eagle Forum  

Whether disappointed (devastated, more likely) by the new 

democrat administration and congress; or pleased that 

democrats are in charge; and even considering the “cancel 

culture” aspects of what has turned out to be a bunch of sore 

losers, there are at least two proposals that democrats, 

republicans, libertarians and even constitutionalists can all 

support — house and senate bills that all of us can work 

together to get passed. I know it’s possible, because I’ve 

tested the waters by attending several of our district 

representative’s townhall meetings here in N. California.  A 

democrat in a heavily democrat district, his meetings are 

usually well attended — 100 or more supporters. That would 

be about 99+ democrats, and me, the lone conservative.   

    Despite being numerically outnumbered,  I’ve managed 

to get 80-90+ percent attendee agreement with each of two 

proposals — proposals that are so sensible that only 

politicians resist them.  

    Proposal #1: The One Subject at a Time Act (OSTA): 

Let’s suppose we have a Bill proposed for toilet paper for 

the Congressional restrooms. This Bill will have broad 

popular support, as we all know that the prodigious amount 

of crap produced in Congress requires plenty of paper, toilet 

and otherwise. This Bill is guaranteed to pass. so politicians 

in both houses decide to add some “amendments” and 

“riders”. One of them might be an innocent proposal for a 

nuclear waste dump to be located in the Grand Canyon, a 

mile from the visitor center. Or maybe a rider for a park that 

just happens to be located next to a senator’s villa in Florida. 

You see the problem.  

 

The One Subject at a Time Act fixes all those possibilities, 

and also goes a very long way toward paring down those 

ridiculous 1,000+ page Bills, which explains why although 

Sen. Rand Paul and others have repeatedly introduced OSTA, 

there are few co-sponsors and it has never been brought up for 

a vote. Of course not! How could the back room dealing and 

pork riders and amendments continue? Exactly…  

    Proposal #2: the Read the Bills Act (RTB) 

If, like most every reasonable person who is not an imbecile 

(i.e., not a politician), you think there’s something amiss with 

multi-thousand page bills, delivered in the wee hours of the 

night to senators and representatives who have not read them 

– indeed, could not possibly read them — just prior to a forced 

vote to pass; and if you think that’s a poor way to run a 

government, then you will support a law (not a “rule” that can 

be broken or suspended, but a law) that requires each senator 

or representative who votes on a Bill to certify that he/she has 

read it, or had it read to him/her.  

    Also, very importantly, you will support a provision that 

requires that each proposed law (with only ONE subject, 

which makes the whole process easier) must be published for 

the public to read and comment on, for at least seven days 

prior to being brought up for a vote.  

    That’s it: two intelligently thought-out Bills that will pass 

public muster in a landslide, but will never be passed in DC, 

UNLESS massive political pressure is felt by the politicians 

from every voter, every organization. And both parties. So 

here’s my suggestion for our organization and others:  

First, go to www.downsizedc.org (for explanation of OSTA), 

and go directly to  https://downsizedc.org/blog/stop-omnibus-

spending-bills/.)  

    I don’t agree with everything that Jim Babka at Downsize 

DC proposes, but I enthusiastically support these two Bills — 

and one other of his proposals, which is “Agenda Setters” or 

the “300”. You can read more about that initiative on the 

website. Suffice to say that I think it’s a smart proposal, and 

is one that, with respect to OSTA and RTB, is a process that 

we could use to cooperate with other organizations — even 

with our political foes!  

     Remember, I was getting 80-90% agreement from 

democrats (real people democrats, not political activists who 

do NOT wish to have their manipulative power reduced). Just 

about any other reasonable person, even of the opposite party, 

can see the wisdom of these proposals, and maybe, just 

maybe, politicians who refuse to support them can be replaced 

by those who do!  

     That’s it! Do yourself and our group a favor, and spend a 

few minutes looking over www.downsizedc.org. I don’t think 

you’ll be sorry you invested the time. We’ve got to get beyond 

preaching to the choir, find ways to cooperate with others who 

may not share all our other interests, but who can see the 

wisdom working together on this one. Even if they prefer to 

work independently, all we need do for some is light the spark 

for them to reach our shared goals.  

 

http://www.downsizedc.org/
https://downsizedc.org/blog/stop-omnibus-spending-bills/
https://downsizedc.org/blog/stop-omnibus-spending-bills/
http://www.downsizedc.org/


 

 

 

 

 

  

President Trump’s Proclamation on the Sanctity of Human 

Life, January 21, 2021:  President Trump was probably our 

most prolife president.  Amidst all the turmoil of his last few 

days in office, he took the time to write and deliver a wonderful 

speech in honor of Jan. 21, the day to remember the Sanctity 

of Human Life.  Here are some of the highlights:   

 

Every human life is a gift to the world.  Whether born 

or unborn, young or old, healthy or sick, every person is 

made in the holy image of God.  The Almighty Creator 

gives unique talents, beautiful dreams, and a great 

purpose to every person.   

    On National Sanctity of Human Life Day, we 

celebrate the wonder of human existence and renew our 

resolve to build a culture of life where every person of 

every age is protected, valued, and cherished This 

month, we mark nearly 50 years since the United States 

Supreme Court's Roe v. Wade decision.  This 

constitutionally flawed ruling overturned State laws that 

banned abortion, and has resulted in the loss of more 

than 50 [more like 70 million] innocent lives.  But 

strong mothers, courageous students, and incredible 

community members and people of faith are leading a 

powerful movement to awaken America's conscience 

and restore the belief that every life is worthy of respect, 

protection, and care.  Because of the devotion of 

countless pro-life pioneers, the call for every person to 

recognize the sanctity of life is resounding more loudly 

in America than ever before.”   

Eagle Forum of California 

PO Box 5335 

Santa Rosa, CA  95404 

Save the Date for 21st Annual 

State Conference to be held in 

Orange County –Sat. April 24   

Many Doctors World-

wide are Issuing 

Warnings to Say No to the 

COVID Vaccine:  Look 

inside for an special insert 

that gives talking points of 

why doctors are calling the 

vaccines dangerous.  Look 

at the rising number of 

people who are already 

seriously injured or many 

have died after the vaccine. 

Eagle Forum of California Monthly Zoom Meetings:  

Since last June, we decided since most of our chapters could 

no longer meet in person because of COVID restrictions (with 

the exception of Orange County), we would hold meetings by 

zoom.  Here is a list of our speakers and topics. Recordings of  

them can be heard on our new website: eagleforumca.us.  

Look to our website for future notices: 

June 6 – Alex Newman – COVID Surveillance and Tyranny; 

July       Bill Federer – Socialism on the Rise in America 

August 7 –Attorney Brad Dacus – Attack on Religious Liberty 

Sept.17–Sheriff Richard Mack - Constitution Day Celebration 

October 9 – Trevor Loudon – Communists in the Deep State  

November 13 – Orlean Koehle Unmasking the Masquerade 

December 11 – Peggy Hall – Illegal Acts of Lockdowns   

January 22 – Curtis Bowers – the Truth of January 6 

February 19 -  Dr. Mary Byrne PhD – Critical Race Theory   

March 22 – Attorney Greg Glazer –Vaccine Rights’ Freedom  

 

 


